
observations. However, as Lense-Thirring precession is prograde, a
beat between a pulsar beam and a precessing orbit would produce a
sideband below, rather than the observed sideband above, the pulsar
frequency. Another resonance, perhaps at the radius where the
general relativistic vertical epicyclic frequency matches n spin, might
be considered as an explanation of this phenomenon. A
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Following the realization of Bose–Einstein condensates in atomic
gases, an experimental challenge is the production of molecular
gases in the quantum regime. A promising approach is to create
the molecular gas directly from an ultracold atomic gas; for
example, bosonic atoms in a Bose-Einstein condensate have been
coupled to electronic ground-state molecules through photo-
association1 or a magnetic field Feshbach resonance2. The avail-
ability of atomic Fermi gases offers the prospect of coupling
fermionic atoms to bosonic molecules, thus altering the quantum
statistics of the system. Such a coupling would be closely related
to the pairing mechanism in a fermionic superfluid, predicted to
occur near a Feshbach resonance3,4. Here we report the creation
and quantitative characterization of ultracold 40K2 molecules.
Starting with a quantum degenerate Fermi gas of atoms at a
temperature of less than 150 nK, we scan the system over a
Feshbach resonance to create adiabatically more than 250,000
trapped molecules; these can be converted back to atoms by
reversing the scan. The small binding energy of the molecules
is controlled by detuning the magnetic field away from the
Feshbach resonance, and can be varied over a wide range. We
directly detect these weakly bound molecules through their
radio-frequency photodissociation spectra; these probe the
molecular wavefunction, and yield binding energies that are
consistent with theory.

Feshbach resonances occur when the collision energy of two free
atoms coincides with that of a quasi-bound molecular state5–7. By
varying the strength of an external magnetic field, experimenters
can tune the relative atom–molecule energy through the Zeeman
effect. This enables control over the strength of cold atom inter-
actions, characterized by the s-wave scattering length a, as well as
whether these interactions are effectively repulsive (a . 0) or
attractive (a , 0). These resonances have been used to tune
the interaction strength between atoms for both Bose and Fermi
gases8–16.

Another possible use of a Feshbach resonance is to controllably
convert atoms into molecules. The energy of the molecular state
associated with the Feshbach resonance coincides with the free atom
threshold at the resonance peak, and the binding energy of the
molecule varies smoothly with magnetic field on the repulsive side
of the resonance (a . 0). Thus, one would expect that atoms could
be coupled to molecules by ramping the detuning from the
resonance using a time-dependent magnetic field17–19. For example,
ramping the magnetic field through a Feshbach resonance resulted
in large losses in a 23Na Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC)20. Further,
coherent oscillations between atoms and molecules in a BEC were
observed following magnetic field pulses on the repulsive side of a
85Rb Feshbach resonance2. Here we report the efficient creation of
bosonic molecules from fermionic 40K atoms using a magnetic
field ramp across a Feshbach resonance. We present clear evidence
of diatomic molecule formation through direct, spectroscopic
detection of these molecules.

The experiments reported here use previously developed tech-
niques for cooling and spin state manipulation of 40K (refs 10, 15,
21). Because of the quantum statistics of fermions, a mixture of two
components—for example, atoms in different internal spin states—
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is required to have s-wave interactions in the ultracold gas. With a
total atomic spin f ¼ 9/2 in its lowest hyperfine ground state, 40K
has ten available Zeeman spin-states m f, where m f is the spin
projection quantum number.

Mixtures of atoms in two of these spin states are used in
evaporative cooling of the gas, first in a magnetic trap and then in
a far-off resonance optical dipole trap. The optical trapping poten-
tial has the distinct ability to trap atoms in any spin state as well as
any molecules created from these atoms. For these experiments, the
optical trap is characterized by radial frequencies ranging from
n r ¼ 215 to 276 Hz, with the trap aspect ratio, n r/n z , fixed at
70 ^ 20. The temperature T of these two-component gases,
measured in units of the Fermi temperature T F, ranges from
T/T F ¼ 0.13 to 0.33. This degree of quantum degeneracy is near
the lowest ever demonstrated in a Fermi gas of atoms14,15.

Experiments are initiated by preparing atoms in a nearly equal,
incoherent mixture of the mf ¼ 25/2 and m f ¼ 29/2 spin states.
With these states, we access a previously reported Feshbach reso-
nance located at a magnetic field of 224.21 ^ 0.05 G (Fig. 1b)15. A
time-dependent current through an auxiliary coil provides mag-
netic field ramps near the resonance. Starting from a magnetic field
of 227.81 G, the field is ramped at a rate of 40 ms G21 across the
resonance to various final values. The number of atoms remaining
following the ramp is determined from an absorption image of the
cloud (at ,4 G) after expansion from the optical trap. As the light
used for these images is resonant with the atomic transition, but not
with any molecular transitions, we selectively detect only the atoms.
In Fig. 1a we present the observed atom number as a function of the

final magnetic field value of the ramp. We find that the atoms
disappear abruptly at the Feshbach resonance peak.

We also investigate the atom loss as a function of the rate of the
magnetic field sweep. Figure 2 illustrates the result of linear
magnetic field ramps across the Feshbach resonance from
228.25 G to 216.15 G. For our fastest sweeps there is no observable
effect upon the atoms, whereas significant atom number loss is
observed for slower sweeps. For our slowest sweeps, we find that the
number of atoms lost saturates at 50%. This loss cannot be
explained by inelastic loss, because the atoms vanish at least two
orders of magnitude more quickly than expected from previously
measured inelastic collision rates at a resonance13. When we reverse
the process by applying an additional magnetic field ramp across the
Feshbach resonance in the opposite direction, we observe a return of
nearly all the ‘lost’ atoms (Fig. 2). This is consistent with the lost
atom number corresponding to trapped molecules. Further, we can
measure the lifetime t of the molecules by varying the time before
conversion back to atoms. We find that t < 1 ms, presumably owing
to vibrational quenching of these highly vibrationally excited
molecules22.

Surprisingly, the number of molecules produced is very large,
despite the fact that the Fermi gas is not described by a single
wavefunction as is a BEC. In fact, the number of molecules is
sufficiently large that the temperature of an initial atomic gas at
T/TF ¼ 0.13 is three times lower than the molecular Bose–Einstein
condensation temperature T c in the optical trap. Our calculation of
T c assumes that these weakly bound molecules have a polarizability
twice that of a single atom, and hence are subject to the same
trapping frequency as the atoms23. Future experiments could probe
the distribution of energies in the ultracold molecular gas.

Using radio-frequency (r.f.) spectroscopy we directly probe the
ultracold molecules. First, we create the molecules with a 40 ms G21

magnetic field ramp. This ramp starts at 227.81 G, and ends at
various final magnetic field values, B hold, below the resonance. At
B hold, a 13-ms r.f. pulse is applied to the cloud; the radio frequency is

Figure 2 Dependence of atom loss on the magnetic field ramp rate through the Feshbach

resonance. Filled circles, atom number following a magnetic field ramp across the

Feshbach resonance from high to low field. The data are taken with T/T F ¼ 0.33 and

n pk ¼ 1.4 £ 1013 cm23. In accordance with a Landau–Zener model, we fit the data to

an exponential (solid line); we find that the decay constant is 20 ^ 6 ms G21. Data taken

at T/T F ¼ 0.13 and n pk ¼ 9 £ 1012 cm23 behave similarly. Open squares, data for

which the magnetic field was first ramped downward at a rate of 40 ms G21 across the

resonance to create molecules, and then ramped back above the Feshbach resonance at

varying rates to again create free atoms. The dashed line is the average of the square

points.

Figure 1 Atom loss following magnetic field ramps across a Feshbach resonance in 40K.

a, Number of m f ¼ 25/2 and m f ¼ 29/2 atoms as a function of the final magnetic

field value B of a 40 ms G21 ramp that starts at 227.81 G. The atom cloud is initially at

T/T F ¼ 0.21 with n pk ¼ 2.1 £ 1013 cm23, where n pk is the peak atomic density of the

two-component cloud. The relative number of m f ¼ 29/2 and m f ¼ 25/2 atoms

remains approximately equal throughout the experiment. The data are fitted to an error

function. The resulting gaussian width of the transition region is 0.21 ^ 0.07 G, and the

transition position is B 0 ¼ 224.18 ^ 0.05 G. b, For comparison, we plot a previous

measurement of the Feshbach resonance15. The resonance peak was found to be at

224.21 ^ 0.05 G.
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chosen so that the photon energy is near the energy splitting
between the m f ¼ 25/2 and m f ¼ 27/2 atom states. The resulting
population in the m f ¼ 27/2 state, which is initially unoccupied, is
then probed selectively either by separating the spin states spatially
using a strong magnetic field gradient during free expansion (Stern–
Gerlach imaging), or by leaving the magnetic field high (215 G) and
taking advantage of nonlinear Zeeman shifts.

Figure 3a shows a sample r.f. spectrum at B hold ¼ 222.49 G; the
resulting number of atoms in the m f ¼ 27/2 state is plotted as a
function of the frequency of the r.f. pulse. We observe two distinct
features in the spectrum. The sharp, symmetric peak is very near the
expected m f ¼ 25/2 to m f ¼ 27/2 transition frequency for free
atoms, n atom. With the Stern–Gerlach imaging we see that the total
number of m f ¼ 25/2 and m f ¼ 27/2 atoms is constant, consistent
with transfer between these two atom states. The width of this line is
defined by the Fourier width of the applied r.f. pulse. Nearby is a
broader, asymmetric peak shifted lower in frequency. Here we find
that the total number of observed atoms (m f ¼ 25/2 þ m f ¼ 27/
2) after the r.f. pulse actually increases (Fig. 4). Also, the resulting
m f ¼ 27/2 gas in this region has a significantly increased kinetic
energy, which grows linearly for larger frequency shifts from the
atom peak (Fig. 3b).

The asymmetric peak can be interpreted as the dissociation of
molecules into free m f ¼ 27/2 and m f ¼ 29/2 atoms. Because the
applied r.f. pulse stimulates a transition to a lower energy Zeeman

state, we expect hn rf ¼ hn atom 2 E binding 2 DE, where h is Planck’s
constant, E binding is the binding energy of the molecule, and we have
ignored mean-field interaction energy shifts. The remaining energy,
DE, must be imparted to the dissociating atom pair as kinetic
energy. Further, the observed lineshape of the asymmetric peak
should depend on the Franck-Condon factor, which gives the
overlap of the molecular wavefunction with the wavefunction of
the free atom pair.

We have calculated this multichannel Franck–Condon overlap as
a function of energy. The resulting transition rate, convolved with
the frequency width of the applied r.f. and scaled vertically, is shown
as the solid line in Fig. 3a. The agreement between theory and
experiment for the dissociation spectrum is quite good. This well-
resolved spectrum provides much information about the molecular
wavefunction. For example, the mean interatomic separation within
each molecule at this magnetic field is extremely large, 170 a 0, where
a 0 is the Bohr radius.

In Fig. 5 we plot the magnetic field dependence of the frequency
shift Dn between the atom line and the threshold of the molecular
spectrum, which should correspond to the molecular binding
energy. Although this could in principle be obtained directly from
the transfer spectrum (Fig. 3a), the appearance of the threshold in

Figure 4 Absorption images of the quantum gas using a Stern–Gerlach technique. We

start with ultracold fermionic atoms in the m f ¼ 25/2 and m f ¼ 29/2 states of 40K. A

magnetic field ramp through the Feshbach resonance causes 50% atom loss, owing to

adiabatic conversion of atoms to diatomic molecules. To directly detect these bosonic

molecules we apply an r.f. photodissociation pulse; the dissociated molecules then appear

in the m f ¼ 27/2 and m f ¼ 29/2 atom states. The shaded bar indicates the optical

depth.

Figure 5 Binding energy of the molecules. The frequency shift Dn from the expected

m f ¼ 25/2 to m f ¼ 27/2 transition is plotted versus magnetic field for the atoms (open

squares) and the molecules (filled circles). The typical atom cloud before molecule

creation is characterized by T/T F ¼ 0.14 and N ¼ 7 £ 105. The dashed line indicates

the Feshbach resonance position. The solid line is a calculation of the binding energy of

the molecules as a function of detuning from the resonance.

Figure 3 Photodissociation spectrum of ultracold molecules, and resulting energy per

atom. a, Dissociation spectrum at B hold ¼ 222.49 G, with an original atom cloud

containing N ¼ 1.4 £ 106 atoms at T/T F ¼ 0.26, where N is the total number of atoms

in the two-component cloud. The relative number of m f ¼ 27/2 atoms after an applied

r.f. pulse is plotted versus radio frequency. The solid line is the weighted sum of the

atomic transition line and the calculated dissociation spectrum, both convolved with the

frequency width of the r.f. pulse. b, Resulting kinetic energy per m f ¼ 27/2 atom. Two

separate linear fits are applied to the data to determine the threshold position. The slope

beyond threshold is 0.49 ^ 0.03; this indicates that the atom pair (m f ¼

2 7/2 þ m f ¼ 29/2) receives the additional energy DE beyond the binding energy

when the molecule is dissociated.
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the energy of the m f ¼ 27/2 cloud is more clear (Fig. 3b). We
compare the position of this energy threshold to the expected atom–
atom transition frequency n atom based upon a calibration of the
magnetic field strength. The data are consistent with a theoretical
calculation of the binding energy (solid line) based upon a full
coupled channels calculation with no free parameters.

This agreement with theory leaves no doubt that we are creating
large numbers of weakly bound molecules. These highly vibration-
ally excited molecules could be used to study ultracold molecule–
molecule, or molecule–atom, collisions22,24,25. Further, the explicit
coupling of a quantum degenerate gas of fermionic atoms to
bosonic molecules could possibly be developed as a method to
facilitate creation of a predicted exotic fermionic superfluid. In
addition, our molecule detection technique could be extended to
measure the gap energy in this superfluid phase26,27. A
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Advances in extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray optics are
providing powerful new capabilities in high-resolution imaging
and trace-element analysis of microscopic specimens1, and the
potential for fabricating devices of smaller critical dimensions in
next-generation integrated circuit lithography2. However,
achieving the highest resolution with such optics usually requires
the illuminating EUV or X-ray beam to be highly monochro-
matic. It would therefore be highly desirable to have large-field-
of-view, sub-100-nm resolution optics that are achromatic to a
significant degree, allowing more light to be utilized from
broader bandwidth sources such as laser-produced plasmas.
Here we report an achromatic Fresnel optical system for EUV
or X-ray radiation that combines a Fresnel zone plate with a
refractive lens with opposite chromatic aberration. We use the
large anomalous dispersion property of the refractive lens
material near an absorption edge to make its fabrication prac-
tical. The resulting structure can deliver a resolution comparable
to that of the Fresnel zone plates that have achieved the highest
resolution (25 nm; ref. 3) in the entire electromagnetic spectrum,
but with an improvement of two or more orders of magnitude in
spectral bandwidth.

When Röntgen discovered X-rays in 1895, he immediately
searched for a means to focus them4,5. On the basis of uncertain
observations of slight refraction in prisms, he stated that the index
of refraction for X-rays in materials must be no more than about
n ¼ 1.05 if it differed at all from unity. Two decades later, Einstein6

proposed that the refractive index for X-rays was n ¼ 1 2 d with
d < 1026, allowing for total external reflection at grazing incidence
angles satisfying cosvc ¼ 1 2 d; giving vc <

ffiffiffiffiffi
2d
p

or of the order of
1 mrad (here v c is the critical angle). Modern measurements give
critical angles of, for example, 9 mrad for 8.98-keV X-rays from gold
surfaces; nonetheless, this sets a fundamental limit to the maximum
numerical aperture, NA (and thus spatial resolution), of polychro-
matic X-ray focusing optics. While these optics have advanced from
early demonstrations7 to sub-500-nm focusing8, demonstrated
routes to higher spatial resolution EUV and X-ray imaging and
lithography have instead involved optics for monochromatic radia-
tion. Such optics include Fresnel zone plates9 with 25-nm potential
image resolution3 and high efficiency; simple10, Fresnel11, and
compound12 refractive lenses with spatial resolution to about
200 nm (ref. 13); and mirror optics coated with synthetic multi-
layers14 which have achieved 50-nm resolution in lithography
applications15. These approaches have led to significant advances
in EUV and X-ray science.

However, all of these higher-resolution methods require the
illuminating EUV or X-ray beam to be highly monochromatic.
For certain experiments, such as absorption spectroscopy with
focused, monochromatized X-ray beams, the demands of these
optics for narrow spectral bandwidth illumination are easily met
without compromising experimental throughput. With broader-
bandwidth EUV or X-ray sources, such as laser-produced plasmas
and line emission from X-ray targets, the availability of achromatic
optics would allow significantly more light to be utilized for
experiments and applications.
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